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※ 문제지의 각 페이지가 모두 오전A형인지 확인 바랍니다.
※ 본 대학교 2021학년도 편입학모집 인문계열 필답고사는 총 6쪽 
60문항이며, 문항별 배점은 Part I이 각 2.8점, Part II가 각 3.8
점, Part III가 각 3.2점, Part IV가 각 2.8점, Part V가 각 4.2점
입니다. 
※ 오답감점제가 시행되며, 오답은 정답 배점의 1/4만큼 감점됩니
다. 무응답은 감점이 없습니다. 

 ※ 답안은 OMR 카드에 컴퓨터용 사인펜으로 표기하여야 합니다.

Part I. 주어진 문장의 빈칸에 들어갈 가장 알맞은 단어를 고르시
오. [1-10]

1. The campaigns of Alexander the Great did not result in 
the establishment of a new empire, but rather in           
              of an existing empire - that of the Persians.
① usurpation ② probation
③ investment ④ relinquishment

2. Knowledge is              ; we can’t touch, fondle or 
slap it, but we can manipulate it.
① eminent ② preconceived
③ impromptu ④ intangible

3. In the United States, bank customers             nearly 
14 billion ATM transactions, a third of the worldwide total, 
in 2002.
① exonerated ② executed
③ exacerbated ④ extricated

4. Some societies seem hopelessly              , inward- 
looking, and hostile to change.
① temperate ② deciduous
③ conservative ④ extrovert

5.               are chemicals produced naturally by fungi 
to kill their rivals: bacteria.
① Antipoles ② Anecdotes
③ Antidotes  ④ Antibiotics

6. Africa is the only continent to               from the 
northern to the southern temperate zone.
① extend ② protract
③ protrude ④ expend

7. Back in 1863, kings and emperors still ruled ancient 
empires, with            peasants performing backbreaking 
work toiling in the fields.
① alleviated ② fabricated
③ impoverished ④ recessed

8. Predicting the world of the year 2100 is a             task 
since we are in an era of profound scientific upheaval.
① retrogressive ② perverse
③ effluent ④ daunting

9. Seven of the city's 27 bridges will also get new lights 
so that they can               the city at night.
① eliminate ② illuminate
③ pamper ④ conjure

10. Many male salmon in the Columbia River have become 
female, and scientists               this may be a reaction 
to pesticides or other pollutants.
① speculate ② deprecate
③ participate ④ repudiate

Part II. 보기와 같이 주어진 단어 쌍과 가장 유사한 관계를 가진 
단어 쌍을 고르시오. [11-15]

11. persist : quit ::
① habituate : reside ② embrace : cuddle
③ torment : torture ④ eject : welcome

12. moisten : soak ::
① water : sprinkle ② cool : freeze
③ oven : bake ④ grow : straighten

13. shame : ignominy ::
① fame : success ② equity : fairness
③ inequality : balance ④ bias : impartiality

14. histrionic : actor ::
① historic : historian ② mechanic : merchant
③ didactic : teacher ④ debate : judge

15. carousel : luggage ::
① escalator : people ② elevator : lift
③ shelf : baggage ④ building : room

정답 오답 무응답
Part I (10문항)   +2.8 점 -0.70 점 0 점
Part II (5문항)   +3.8 점 -0.95 점 0 점
Part III (15문항)   +3.2 점 -0.80 점 0 점
Part IV (15문항)   +2.8 점 -0.70 점 0 점
Part V (15문항)   +4.2 점 -1.05 점 0 점

[보기]    night : moon ::
 ① shadow : light    ② moon : star
 ③ day : sun         ④ ray : laser 

         정답은 ③번입니다. 
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Part III. 주어진 문장의 빈칸에 들어갈 가장 알맞은 표현을 고르
시오. [16-30] 

16. Nurturing a sense of empathy, where everyone’s 
progress is valued,               a growth mindset in 
students, enabling them to achieve more in their learning. 
① and the course is instilled  
② so the course is instilled with  
③ the course instills  
④ the course instilling of  

17. Literacy is a term whose meaning              . 
① fluctuates from one context to another
② fluctuating to one from another context 
③ fluctuate from a context to another
④ fluctuated to context from context 

18. In think-alouds, teachers               by verbalizing 
their thoughts while reading orally.
① making their thinking explicit  
② make their thinking explicit 
③ making their think explicitly
④ make their think explicitly 

19.               blessed opportunity and, therefore, such 
a profound obligation to build "the more perfect Union" of 
our founders' dreams. 
① Since we have before such 
② We have never had such before 
③ Before we had never a such 
④ Never before have we had such a 

20. Even today, without Social Security,              would 
be forced into poverty. 
① half our nation's elderly 
② half of elderly's our nation 
③ our nation's elderly of half 
④ elderly's our nation half 

21. War may sometimes be a necessary evil. But           
                , it is always an evil, never a good. 
① how necessary it is no matter
② no matter how necessary 
③ how it is no matter necessary 
④ how no matter necessary 

22. Albums and CDs               several years ago, and 
this trend shows no sign of reversing. 

① are not sold so much were 
② are sold not much as they were  
③ are not selling as much as they were 
④ are selling not so much were they 

23. It was quite embarrassing               lost in a small 
neighborhood. 
① of a growing woman's finding her  
② for a grown woman to find herself 
③ by a growing woman to find herself
④ to a grown woman find her
 
24. Stealing someone else's ideas or words and using 
them in a piece of writing              is called 
plagiarism. 
① as if they were the writer's original ideas   
② like it were the original writer’s ideas of 
③ as like the original ideas were the writer 
④ if the writer's original ideas were like

25. Massachusetts Republican Ed Brooke proposed that     
                 the White House. 
① sends a delegation to 
② should be sent a delegation 
③ a delegation be sent to 
④ a delegation should send 

26. As darkness fell, the scene grew ever more surreal. A 
car came racing up the hill,               flames.  
① snatched and chased by licking 
② snatching and chasing by licking 
③ snatched and chasing by licked 
④ snatching and chased by licked 

27. Buy now, and split your total               .
① for four easy free interest payment 
② to four easy free-interest payments
③ by four easy, interest free payments 
④ into four easy, interest-free payments 

28. Gandhi seriously began               when he went to 
South Africa as a London-educated vakil (barrister) at the 
age of 23. 
① own himself-discipline 
② his own self-discipline 
③ his self-own disciplined 
④ himself own-disciplined 
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29. Did you know that your membership                  ? 
① is due to expire in two months  
② due to be expired in two months 
③ will expire due to after two months
④ after two months due to expire

30. Freud finally abandoned hypnosis, merely inviting his 
patients to lie on a couch in his shaded office and talk    
                 their minds. 
① of whatever entered  
② what entered to
③ about however entering to 
④ that entering 

Part IV. 다음 밑줄 친 부분 중 틀린 것을 고르시오. [31-45]

31. Relief was palpable all the around that nine months of  
                  ①          ②
tension and often testy negotiations had finally produced  
                    ③                              ④
a positive result.

32. A crescent-shaped cluster of broadleaf evergreen trees  
                                                  ①
climbs up and down the mountainside, hugged the village’s 
             ②                           ③
white-washed mudbrick cottages at the bottom of the slope.
                                      ④

33. Affluent people are able to protect their health and    
       ①                                   ②
livelihood more effective than others.
                   ③            ④

34. The pandemic has awakened us the importance of      
              ①                                ②
robust public health systems.
  ③                ④

35. This situation will assist you on your path toward an   
                                   ①              ②     
exciting new life, whatever and where that may be. 
              ③                  ④  

36. Buying a home can mean an infinite number of thing, 
                                    ①                 ②
from the simple act of repainting to something more       
                                        ③
adventurous, like adopting a brand-new lifestyle.
    ④

37. Elon said Tuesday that Tim refused to meet with him  
                                      ①
about a possible acquisition of his electric vehicle company 
  ②                  ③
when it was into dire straits. 
              ④

38. He keeps an office in Santa Claus Village, which more  
         ①                                       ②
than a million people visit him each year. 
         ③                         ④

39. For these looking for one-of-a-kind gifts, the Portland  
          ①                   ②
Night Market is a must.  
              ③    ④

40. The restaurant industry constantly evolves, adopting   
                                                        ①
new technologies mean to improve diner experience or     
                      ②
bring new tools to business management.
 ③                       ④ 

41. Self-distancing allows us to rein in undesirable feelings 
          ①                       ②
like anxiety, increases our perseverance on challenging tasks,
                                 ③
and boost our self-control.
      ④

42. The player received the fair play accolade to world     
                                                   ①
football's governing body for his campaign to combat      
                  ②
child poverty and pressure the British government into
                                                       ③
providing free meals.
              ④
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43. Radio, television, the internet, and other means of      
                                                    ①  
transmission have transformed music into an universal     
                                               ②
phenomenon and further enhanced its status as a commodity. 
                                   ③                 ④

44. Scottish ministers have taken a tough line than        
                                            ① 
anticipated on alcohol abuse by fixing their planned minimum 
    ②                           ③
price for alcohol.
      ④

45. Stocks felled on Wall Street Monday, giving back some
             ①  
of their recent gains, as a new, potentially more infectious 
                 ②
strain of the coronavirus in the United Kingdom raised worries.
  ③                                            ④

Part V. 주어진 글을 읽고 물음에 가장 알맞은 답을 고르시오. 
[46-60] 

[46-48]
As social beings, it's in our nature to get along 

with others; our survival and success depend on it. 
However, there is a fine line between healthy social 
behavior and the experience of emotional depletion caused 
by chronic people-pleasing. There are common signs of 
chronic people-pleasing and some ways to overcome it. [1]

People-pleasers want everyone around them to be 
happy, and they will do whatever is asked of them to keep 
it that way, according to Susan Newman, a social 
psychologist. 

People-pleasers often feel like they have to say  
(A)              when someone asks for their help. This 
makes them feel important and like they're contributing to 
someone else's life. They worry how others will view them 
when they say (B)             . People don't want to be 
seen as lazy, selfish, or totally egocentric. They fear 
they'll be disliked and cut from the group, whether it's 
friends, family or co-workers. [2]

People-pleasers yearn for outside validation. Their 
personal feeling of security and self-confidence is based 
on getting the approval of others, said Linda Tillman, a 
clinical psychologist. Thus, at the core, people-pleasers 
lack confidence, she said. [3]

What many people-pleasers don't realize is that 
people-pleasing can have serious risks. Not only does it 
put a lot of pressure and stress on them, but essentially 
they can make themselves sick from doing too much. [4]

46. Which of the following is most suitable for Blanks (A) 
and (B)? 
① yes : no ② yes : yes
③ no : no ④ no : yes 

47. Which is the most appropriate place for the paragraph 
below? 

① [1] ② [2]
③ [3] ④ [4]

48. Which of the following can be inferred from the 
passage? 
① People-pleasing is one of the healthy social behaviors 
of humans as social-beings. 
② Susan Newman offered some tips to keep people- 
pleasers happy.  
③ According do Linda Tillman, low self-confidence is the 
only reason to cause chronic people-pleasing. 
④ People-pleasers tend to put much pressure and stress 
on themselves. 

[49-52]
Prior to the 1980s, U.S. presidents rarely used the 

word "smart," and when they did, it was typically in the 
traditional sense, as in "The American people are smart." 
[1] George H. W. Bush began using the word in its new, 
digital-age sense. He spoke of "smart cars," "smart 
freeways," "smart weapons," and "smart schools." The use 
of "smart" in presidential rhetoric exploded with Bill 
Clinton and George W. Bush, each of whom used it more 
than 450 times. Obama used it more than 900 times.

The same trend can be seen in general parlance. 
[2] In books, the use of "smart" climbed steadily from 1975 
to 2008, increasing nearly threefold; the use of "stupid" 
doubled. In The New York Times, the appearance of 
"smart" increased fourfold from 1980 to 2000, and by 2018 
had nearly doubled again.

Here's a slew of strategies to help you stop being a 
people-pleaser. Remember that you always have a 
choice to say no whenever someone asks you for a 
favor. Set your priorities. Knowing your priorities and 
values helps you put the brakes on people-pleasing.
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[3] Not only did "smart" refer to digital systems and 
devices, it increasingly became a general term of praise, 
and a way of arguing for one policy rather than another. 
As an evaluative contrast, "smart versus dumb" began to 
displace ethical or ideological contrasts, such as        
"(A)              versus (B)             " or "right versus 
wrong." [4] Both Clinton and Obama frequently argued that 
their favored policy was "not just the right thing to do; 
it's the smart thing to do." This rhetorical tick suggested 
that, in a meritocratic age, being smart carried more 
persuasive heft than being right.

49. Which of the following is most appropriate for the 
passage to appear in?
① a political textbook ② a newspaper article
③ a presidential address ④ a cultural review

50. Which is the most appropriate place for the sentence 
below?

① [1] ② [2]
③ [3] ④ [4]

51. Which of the following is most suitable for Blanks (A) 
and (B)?
① frugal : extravagant ② legal : illegal
③ sagacious : fabulous ④ just : unjust

52. According to the passage, which of the following is 
true?
① U.S presidents frequently used the word "smart" in 
diverse senses until the 1980s.
② The use of "stupid" increased in books from 1975 to 
2008.
③ It was Bill Clinton who first used the word "smart" in its 
digital-age sense.
④ The use of "smart" doubled from 1980 to 2000 in books.

[53-56]
Pachyrhynchus weevils are found on most islands 

in the eastern Pacific Ocean. If these weevils could fly, 
that would not be surprising. But they cannot. Why they 
are so (A)              is therefore a mystery. But it is 
one that Wen-San Huang of the National Museum of 
Natural Science in Taiwan thinks he has solved.

One theory, which dates back to 1923, is that the 
beetles drift from place to place, buoyed up by a tiny air 
cavity each has beneath its outer shell, which allows the 
insects to float. When Dr. Huang put it to the test, he 
discovered that the beetles do, indeed, float. However, 
floating in seawater does not do them much good: all 57 
adults he tried it with died within two days. Clearly, adult 
weevils are not good sailors.

That does not, however, mean that weevil young 
are not. [1] Pachyrhynchus weevils have a predilection for 
laying their eggs inside the fruit of a mangrove-dwelling 
plant called the fish-poison tree. The tree drops its fruits 
into the ocean, which carries them away to germinate on 
distant beaches. Chemicals in fish-poison-tree fruits 
protect them from being eaten by hungry sea creatures. 
[2]

Dr. Huang wondered how beetle larvae would fare 
if they were deep inside a piece of fruit floating in 
seawater. So he tested this as well. His experiment 
revealed that such larvae are tolerant of saline conditions. 
[3] Moreover, these larvae went on to develop into healthy 
adults. [4]

53. Which of the following is most appropriate for Blank 
(A)?
① adamant ② widespread
③ regressive ④ shrewd

54. Which is the most appropriate place for the sentence 
below?

① [1] ② [2]
③ [3] ④ [4]

55. Which of the following can be inferred from the 
passage?
① Pachyrhynchus weevils are found in most tropical 
islands around the world.
② Pachyrhynchus weevil larvae can swim between islands, 
while adults cannot.
③ Fish-poison tree has a physical protection against sea 
creatures.
④ Once the beetle matures, it stays on the same island 
for the rest of its life.

As a measure of meritocracy's hold on the public 
mind, the growing frequency of "smart" is less 
revealing than its changing meaning.

Specifically, of 18 grubs thrown into seawater inside 
a piece of fruit, two survived for six days.
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56. Which of the following CANNOT be inferred about the 
fish-poison tree?
① The tree can be found in more than one eastern 
Pacific Ocean island.
② The fruit of the fish-poison tree can float in saline 
water.
③ The chemical from the tree’s fruit is poisonous for 
adult beetles, but not for beetle larvae.
④ The fruit of the fish-poison tree can be penetrated by 
Pachyrhynchus weevils.

[57-60]
Lascaux cave, discovered in 1940, is a horizontal, 

wet cave covering 325 meters over its various galleries. 
Over 17,000 years old, it is one of the greatest 
concentrations of prehistoric rock paintings, pictographs, 
and petroglyphs in the world. [1] The grotto consists of a 
series of limestone-walled chambers. The Hall of the Bulls, 
Axial Passage and Shaft are covered with a hard limestone 
forming an irregular textured surface that exhibits only 
paintings. [2] 

The cave depicts the animal world of prehistoric 
people and is filled with images of galloping bulls, horses 
and deer. The paintings are particularly notable because 
of their compositional and technical complexity. [3] Several 
techniques were used including the use of sharpened 
sticks darkened with color for outlining animals, daubing 
pigment using moss to produce a dappled aspect on 
horses, and blowing oxide through a (A)            reed to 
provide an ephemeral quality that suggests the breath of 
the animal. [4]

57. What is the author’s main purpose in writing this 
passage? 
① to discuss diverse rock paintings in Lascaux cave
② to show the techniques used in constructing Lascaux 
cave
③ to describe the internal structure of chambers 
④ to emphasize the lifestyle of prehistoric people

58. Which is the most appropriate place for the sentence 
below? 

① [1] ② [2]
③ [3] ④ [4]

59. Which of the following is most suitable for Blank (A)?
① hollow ② florid
③ geometrical   ④ colorful

60. Which is the most appropriate tone of the passage in 
describing paintings in Lascaux cave? 
① snobbish ② flattering
③ admiring ④ unconvincing

Other chambers have softer walls and were easier 
to work into engravings, although they do contain 
some paintings. 


